
‘social institution building’ is to realign development thinking away from ‘lan-
guage as social development’ to ‘social development through language’ (p. 190),
thereby offering an alternative model to the top-down language revitalization
model in general use. It is a significant insight but it would have been more effect-
ive to reference the Maya work through a case study in an African context.

Section 2 provides examples of documentation efforts that emphasize ‘folk
definitions’, ‘ex situ’ documentation of immigrant languages, linguistic evidence
for archaeological/historical interpretation, and language documentation as a
PhD thesis. These chapters offer practical examples of documentary linguistics.
They also engage larger questions from earlier chapters about orthographic and
codification issues; the neglect of language documentation of immigrant linguistic
communities and the potential for new technologies and methodologies for docu-
menting immigrant languages in urban settings; grammatical evidence for lan-
guage and social change; and, finally, the challenges inherent in documentary
linguistics from the perspectives of researchers, institutional constraints and com-
munity ‘team environments’.

Taken together, the Introduction, Section 1 and Section 2 present a rich variety
of language endangerment and documentation cases in African contexts. No
single volume can adequately cover an entire continent of linguistic issues, con-
cerns and exceptional cases. However, the editors provide a glimpse of the
amazing work linguists and communities are doing in language documentation
while critically engaging the prevailing discourses on language endangerment.
The volume is an important contribution to the global literature in that it demon-
strates the complexity of linguistic issues across the African continent. The volume
also provides a much-needed contribution to our understanding of language and
culture in African contexts.

Bernard C. Perley
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

bcperley@uwm.edu
doi:10.1017/S0001972018000323

Paul Wenzel Geissler, Guillaume Lachenal, John Manton and Noémi Tousignant
(editors), Traces of the Future: an archaeology of medical science in twenty-
first-century Africa. Bristol: Intellect Books (pb £20 – 978 1 78320 725 1).
2016, 256 pp.

In the past ten years, histories of the ethics of biomedical research and the prac-
tices of biomedicine have taken centre stage in the historiography of health and
healing on the African continent. These works push beyond some of the more
established ways of addressing biomedicine in an African context, such as explor-
ing colonial medicine as a form of colonial domination and African resistance or
the entanglements of traditional and Western therapeutics as patients and care-
takers navigate a therapeutic landscape shaped by pluralism. In addition, these
new works historicize and theorize the rise of globalized pharmaceutical trials
and medical research.

Traces of the Future is the latest collective instalment by a group of historians,
anthropologists, science and technology studies scholars and biomedical scientists
who have been in conversation with one another for over a decade. Other volumes
have come before this one, notably Evidence, Ethos and Experiment, Para-States
and Medical Science and Making and Unmaking Public Health in Africa. This
volume is the most experimental and visually driven, combining archival
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photographs, excerpts from field notes, experimental essays, and snapshots of
interviews. It is a truly collective endeavour, combining the voices of eighteen
artists and scholars. This book is a constellation of traces from a collaborative
group that will eventually dissolve, transform or take on a new shape and form,
much like the scientific labs and groups of actors depicted in the book itself.

The core argument of the book is that medical and scientific research in Africa
disrupts time in fascinating ways. The contributors and editors argue that a close
attention to the material, personal and affective traces of the past that are present
in the contemporary moment can tell us much about how Africans imagined their
scientific and medical futures in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. The authors are par-
ticularly interested in excavating the unintentionality of what is left behind and
how to interrogate future-making from the remnants of the past. They write
that the ‘affective making of the present upon the materials of the past is what
this book is about … We look at archives ethnographically, treating them as sub-
jects and forms, not merely as sources.’ Picking up where Nancy Rose Hunt’s A
Colonial Lexicon ended, they use ‘debris as method’ to open up a conversation
about the past and present, logging a ‘diary of encounters’ that then provides
the basis of the evidence and analysis in the book.

The book is arranged around telling the story of five iconic sites of medical
research in Africa – Uzuakoli in Nigeria, Ayos in Cameroon, Amani in
Tanzania, Niakhar in Senegal, and Kisumu in Kenya. Each site offers a unique
theoretical intervention and excavates a particular history of medical research
that is sometimes disease-driven and at other times cohort-driven. In Kisumu,
we learn about the long history of research interventions and investments in
healthcare infrastructure, which provides a richer context for understanding
how this site became a major HIV research hub. The case of Uzuakoli leprosy
treatment centre highlights the recovery of sound and the soundscape as a way
to interrogate the past in a context in which archives are literally disintegrating.
In contrast, Niakhar research station overflows with paper and data – the
surplus of long-standing surveillance. In Ayos and Amani we are introduced to
two very different takes on what constitutes a ruin and what constitutes debris
in medical research sites.

Traces of the Future has the affective quality of bringing the reader into the
physical and emotional experience of handling these materials. One feels like
they are navigating the detritus of old medical records, or meeting the people
who worked at these sites, engaging in conversations while walking among the
ruins. Photographs, transcripts from conversations, short essays and quotations
dot the landscape of the pages. This affective strength is also the book’s potential
weakness. One feels drawn into the heartbreak when Lachenal returns to the sleep-
ing sickness research facility Ayos, to find it demolished and built anew as a global
health edifice. In other segments, the book runs the risk of privileging the spectacle
of ruins, detritus or extreme institutional stagnation. Mariele Neudecker’s photo-
graphs of Amani research station in Tanzania, for example, channel Dutch and
Flemish approaches to still-life paintings. Empty jars, broad wooden tables and
offices devoid of people convey a sense of stagnation in what appears to be an
airless afternoon on account of the still curtains. I read these photographs as
hovering on the edge of replicating rather than challenging the neocolonial
gaze. In a teaching environment, care must be taken to ensure that the photo-
graphs are read alongside multiple texts. If students focus on the images alone,
this could potentially undo months of careful work teaching about the labours
of African laboratory technicians, nurses, physicians, caretakers, scientists, admin-
istrators and others who were systematically silenced or rendered invisible in colo-
nial archives and postcolonial remains. The text and images must be read
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alongside one another to understand the full texture of biomedicine on the contin-
ent. As a person who works at a hospital in Uganda, I also see traces of my own
experiences in the book’s field notes, car troubles and photographs. Traces of the
Future offers a thoughtful and thought-provoking excavation of the ambitions and
afterlives of medical research in Africa.

Marissa Mika
University College London

m.mika@ucl.ac.uk
doi:10.1017/S0001972018000335

Lori Leonard, Life in the Time of Oil: a pipeline and poverty in Chad. Bloomington
IN: Indiana University Press (pb US$25 – 978 0 253 01983 7). 2016, xi + 149 pp.

Oil has assumed a central place in current scholarship on Africa: it makes the con-
tradictions of capitalist development glaringly obvious and, as a result, has
become the focus of a number of innovative policy interventions, with uneven
success. One such intervention, the Chad–Cameroon Petroleum Development
and Pipeline Project, which is the single largest foreign direct investment in sub-
Saharan Africa, is led by a consortium of multinational oil companies
(ExxonMobil, Chevron, Petronas) and supported by the World Bank. However,
in 2008, the project folded as revenues that were supposed to reduce poverty
were instead used to purchase arms. Although theWorld Bank promptly withdrew
support, oil extraction continued. Leonard’s account adds an interesting twist to
this now familiar story: instead of viewing it as a failed attempt to prevent the
resource curse in Chad, she argues that ‘[t]he [World Bank] model did not
prevent the resource curse; it helped to produce it’ (p. 115).

Leonard’s argument pivots on an under-analysed fact: the unusual speed with
which Chadian oil came on stream. Government institutions could not keep up
with the accelerated pace of oil production and the unanticipated influx of
money. Analysts of this so-called ‘two-speed’ problem have tended to focus on
insufficient local technical capacity and governmental inertia. Few, however,
have questioned how the project was realized so quickly in the first place. The
troubling speed, Leonard shows, was not an unintended consequence of an ill-
planned operation. Rather, it was ‘the product of work, including efforts the con-
sortium had made to separate itself’ from the residents of the oil field region, for
example by devolving social responsibilities arising from the project, including the
difficult task of distributing compensation payments, ‘to others, especially to
farmers’ (p. 69, 113).

Leonard’s compelling insight is derived from more than ten years of ethno-
graphic fieldwork among residents of the region and skilful analysis of the
many documents produced by the agencies charged with overseeing the project.
This ethnography of ‘policy in action’ demonstrates how fine-grained empirical
research can interrupt official claims. Here, the Chadian state is shown to be
not weak or absent, but instrumental in making oil extraction possible. Oil multi-
nationals, the supposed champions of business ethics, directly benefit from
people’s willingness to shoulder, unwittingly, the project’s social costs. The
World Bank, for its part, is hardly a neutral guarantor of developmental invest-
ment but an unreliable auditor and underwriter of dubious legal mechanisms.
The book’s strength, however, lies in its nuanced portrayal of what it means to
be living with oil in Chad. Leonard is able to show how some people have
tapped into the opportunities the project has offered while others are clearly
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